IntelliVOL
Customer Testimonials
“We have used x2VOL for over a year and it has transformed our ability to make community service a
part of our school culture. With x2VOL, now we don’t have to flip through forms and tally hours. Now,
we can talk to kids and match their passions to volunteer projects where they can make a difference.”
Tabitha Branum, director, New Tech High School @ Coppell (Coppell, TX)
“Now it takes me about two hours to review and approve the entire freshman class submissions. That is
96 students, done in two hours. Not two weeks.” Mary Miller, teacher, St. Agnes Academy (Memphis,
TN)
“With x2VOL, our students are learning how to be responsible for their efforts and how to track their
volunteer hours. They can then supply what they need for graduation and more easily complete their
college applications.” Howard Mahoney, director, New Technology High School (Napa, CA)
“Kids are digital natives. To log in on a piece of paper is not their way. We are tapping into their world
with x2VOL.” Christie Whitbeck, principal, Seven Lakes High School (Katy, TX)
“We have always been a technologically progressive school but we were stuck in a manual system that
was cumbersome and time-consuming. x2VOL moved our service program into alignment with the rest
of our technology culture.” Gretchen Kirk, director of religious education, St. Agnes Academy (Memphis,
TN)
“We need a ‘gold standard’ accountability system for community service because we will distribute
millions of dollars each year. x2VOL will give us a way to verify student service hours, where the student
worked, how long and what they learned from the experience. This is critical information for a
successful city-wide program like New Haven Promise.” Patricia Melton, executive director, New Haven
Promise (New Haven, CT)
“Until last year when we started using x2VOL, tracking student hours was an onerous task for everyone
including parents, students and the school staff. A year ago, we started using x2VOL to connect with
volunteer agencies and found it enhanced that connection and tremendously eased the paperwork
burden.” Howard Mahoney, director, New Technology High School (Napa, CA)
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“x2VOL has opened up our connection with community service agencies. Community service agencies
now reach out to us through x2VOL. They manage their needs in the system and we find that we have
repeat customers because x2VOL has made it easier on everyone including parents, students and
administrators.” Steve Zipkes, principal, Manor New Technology High School (Austin, TX)
“x2VOL has brought volunteering to the teens who are so in tune with technology. They really do know
they are contributing to the community.” Jeanmarie Mayfield, parent, Seven Lakes High School (Katy,
TX)
“When we shifted to x2VOL, our students immediately understood that our administration took
community service seriously, because we adopted a system reflecting our students’ digital world.
Bulletin boards are passé, but mobile apps are cool.” Romulo “Rom” Crespo, assistant principal, Morton
Ranch High School (Katy, TX)
“It is easier to understand the depth of what we are doing with a real-time system.” Christie Whitbeck,
principal, Seven Lakes High School (Katy, TX)
“Before x2VOL, paper submission and management was a nightmare! The sheer busy-ness of this task
put it pretty low on the ‘need to do list.’ We teachers would put off our recording duties and then
scramble at the end of the year.” Mary Miller, teacher, St. Agnes Academy (Memphis, TN)
“In an instant, paper was gone, data entry was gone,” Dan Everett, head of curriculum, J Serra High
School, (San Juan Capistrano, CA)
“Before using x2VOL, we required that the students fill out a form, take the form to their service
location, get a supervisor to sign off and then return it to school where our administrative process
began. Once we got the form, we approved the hours by hand, entered it into a paper log or database
and then filed the paper which we kept forever.” Dan Everett, head of curriculum, J Serra High School,
(San Juan Capistrano, CA)
“[x2VOL] is good for students because it gives them an online document, which quickly and clearly
shows where they did their service including how many hours of service they completed. This report is
especially helpful when students apply to colleges, as admissions committees are increasingly requiring
such a report of service experience.” Maria Redford, director of campus ministry, Ursuline Academy
(Dallas, TX)
“x2VOL is on my iPhone, so I take care of my reporting sitting in my car right when I’m finished with my
service.” student, St. Agnes Academy (Memphis, TN)
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“I like that x2VOL can print out my service hours quickly. I use these for my involvement in Key Club and
for my portfolio.” student, St. Agnes Academy (Memphis, TN)
With x2VOL, I can see the status [of approvals] and don’t have to wait until the end of the year to
suddenly find that I might be short on hours or find that something isn’t getting approved.” student,
Seven Lakes High School (Katy, TX)
“If I didn’t know the service group, x2VOL was helpful. I could see who was in charge and who (sic) to
talk to if I had questions.” student, Seven Lakes High School (Katy, TX)
“x2VOL made my volunteering convenient.” student, Seven Lakes High School (Katy, TX)
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